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They woke up in the trunk of a car,They woke up in the trunk of a car,

with no idea where they were,with no idea where they were,

or why,or why,

or when.or when.

FLASH: Imagine Robert Ludlum's THE BOURNE IDENTITY meets John Grisham's THE FIRM.

________________________________________

"Exciting from beginning to end!""Exciting from beginning to end!" --Sandra L. Whaley

"I like this author!!""I like this author!!" --Connie L. Scheible

"Kept me turning pages until the sun came up!""Kept me turning pages until the sun came up!" --Mike Mellor

________________________________________

TWO BLOOD-SPATTERED STRANGERS awake, locked in the trunk of a car--with a murdered cop and the smoking

gun. Aside from raging headaches and no idea what's happened, they appear to have nothing in common. Troy

thinks it's 2001 and he's still a combat surgeon fighting terrorists in Afghanistan. Emmy believes it's 2002 and she's

still grifting a living from the streets of L.A.
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Are they archenemies or coconspirators? Lovers or friends? What are they doing in the Caribbean, and why is a

Croatian assassin determined to kill them? The only thing they know for certain is that they'll be spending the rest of

their lives in prison if the police catch them before they learn the truth.

________________________________________

Dear Reader,

If you enjoy David Baldacci, Lee Child, Tom Clancy, Nelson DeMille, Ken Follett, Vince Flynn, Andrew Peterson,

Daniel Silva, Brad Taylor, or Brad Thor, odds are you'll be smiling a few pages into my books as well.

Care to try before you buy? No problem. You can download one my thrillers for free at timtigner.com.

Need help putting the kids through college? I can appreciate that. I have a couple of my own. I'm not in a position to

help you with tuition yet, but I can provide days of delightful distraction for the price of a cup of coffee, and kind

reviews will get good karma sent your way.

Thanks for your kind consideration,

Tim

_______________________________________

Amazon named Tim Tigner an All-Star Author in December, 2017 and every month since for being one of the 100

most-read authors in Kindle Unlimited.
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